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1. Introduction

S alloying in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) leads to an upshift of the con-
duction band minimum in combination with a downshift of the
valence band maximum.[1,2] This contrasts to Ga alloying, which
almost exclusively leads to an upshift of the conduction band. In
order to avoid possible minority carrier blocking effects, it may be
more beneficial to use sulfur grading at the interface and gallium
grading in the bulk and at the back contact of the absorber.
Indeed, sulfur incorporation in the form of sulfurization has
proven successful to reduce interface recombination in

chalcopyrite solar cells. This sulfurization
can be used in combination with gallium
grading to further improve the perfor-
mance of CIGSe-based thin-film solar
cells.[3–5] Additionally, postdeposition sul-
furization is suggested to passivate deep
trap states,[6] increase electron lifetime,[7]

and improve hole mobility.[8] In the sequen-
tial process, adding sulfur at the end of the
annealing step enables Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2
(CIGSSe) alloy formation at the absorber sur-
face. This process is referred to as annealing
of stacked-elemental layers in S-containing
atmosphere[7] or sulfurization-after-seleniza-
tion.[9] A world record efficiency of 23.35%
for CIGSSe has been achieved through the
latter approach using toxic hydrogen sulfide
(H2S) gas as the S source.[9] For the purpose
of avoiding toxic H2S, several studies per-
formed sulfurization of coevaporated absorb-
ers in elemental sulfur atmosphere with the

intention of similar device improvement.[5,10–15] However, this
approach led to the formation of a pure CuInS2 (CIS) layer on
top of Cu-depleted CIGSe with a Ga pile-up near the CIGSSe/
CIS interface. This approach resulted in a reduced fill factor (FF)
and blocking behavior, presumable caused by the wide-gap Ga-rich
CIGSe near the interface.[13,16]While the CIS layer provides a higher
surface bandgap and, thereby, increases open-circuit voltage
(VOC),

[13] the conversion efficiency was not increased, possibly
due to the formation of an electron barrier at the CIGSe/CIS inter-
face. For the CIGSe absorbers with Ga-free surfaces, a much higher
in VOC, FF, and efficiency was observed after sulfurization[5,14]

although short-circuit current density (JSC) was always lower.
The lower JSC after sulfurization has been attributed to: 1) emer-
gence of an electron barrier at the CuInS2/CuIn(S,Se)2 interface,
2) shrinkage of the space-charge region width due to higher doping
in the newly formed CuInS2, or 3) enhanced recombination at the
grain boundaries (GBs) owing to the higher S concentration therein.
In our recent study of Cu-poor CuInSe2 (CISe),[15] we confirmed
that a 180 nm-thick conformal surface CIS layer is formed after
absorber sulfurization at 530 �C, decreasing both FF and JSC. At
the same time, we found that these adverse effects can be alleviated
by lowering the treatment temperature to 430 �C, at which an inho-
mogeneous surface CuIn(S,Se)2 (CISSe) alloy is produced instead.
These results indicate that further efficiency gains are possible with
a better control over S incorporation from the elemental source.

Our previous findings also indicate that the form of S incor-
poration depends on the off-stoichiometry of CISe. This is
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Herein, a new route of sulfur grading in CuInSe2 (CISe) thin-film solar absorbers
by introducing an ultrathin (<50 nm) sacrificial sputtered CuInS2 (CIS) layer on
top of the CISe. Different CIS top layer compositions (Cu-poor to Cu-rich) are
analyzed, before and after a high-temperature treatment in selenium (Se)- or
seleniumþsulfur (SeS)-rich atmospheres. An [S]/([S]þ [Se]) grading from the
surface into the bulk of the Se- and SeS-treated samples is observed, and evi-
dence of the formation of a mixed CuIn(S,Se)2 phase by Raman analysis and X-ray
diffraction is provided. The optical bandgap from quantum efficiency measure-
ments of solar cells is increased from 1.00 eV for the CISe reference to 1.14 and
1.30 eV for the Se- and SeS-treated bilayer samples, respectively. A �150 mV
higher VOC is observed for the SeS-treated bilayer sample, but the cell exhibits
blocking characteristics resulting in lower efficiency as compared with the CISe
reference. This blocking is attributed to an internal electron barrier at the interface
to the sulfur-rich surface layer. The difference in reaction routes and possible
ways to improve the developed sulfurization process are discussed.
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because CIS is inherently less tolerant to Cu deficiency, and thus
it always forms with the perfect [Cu]/[In]¼ 1 ratio, which is
achieved by extracting Cu from the CISe layer underneath. As
a result, for a better SSSe profile, the approach suggested in this
study is to use a sacrificial sputtered precursor layer of CIS fol-
lowed by a fast anneal in a sulfur and/or selenium-containing
atmosphere to react the CIS layer with the underlying CISe
absorber. By adding copper and sulfur simultaneously, we antic-
ipated that issues related to reorganization of the absorber upon
sulfurization with elemental sulfur or elemental sulfur and sele-
nium could be avoided.

Therefore, in this study, bilayers of bulk CISe with an absorber
composition of [Cu]/[In]¼ 0.85� 0.5 with three different CIS
top layer compositions of [Cu]/[In]¼ 0.6 (Cu-poor), 0.9 (near-
stoichiometric), and 1.4 (Cu-rich) are exposed to vaporized
elemental selenium (Se) or selenium with sulfur (Seþ S) atmos-
pheres with the objective to: 1) form SSSe grading limited to the
surface region of the absorber layer, 2) investigate the effect of
surface composition on CISSe formation, 3) examine the role
of the sputter-deposited CIS interfacial layer of the untreated
bilayers (CISe/CIS-Un) in the Se or (Seþ S) incorporation into
the absorber layer, and 4) investigate the impact of the sacrificial
layer on the device behavior.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Sample Preparation

All solar cells in this study were produced in the form of sequential
stacks of soda lime glass (SLG)/Mo/NaF/absorber/CdS/i-ZnO/
ZnO:Al as pictured in Figure 1. Prior to absorber deposition, a
350 nm molybdenum layer was deposited on 3mm SLG
substrates using DC magnetron sputtering, followed by a
�10 nm sodium fluoride (NaF) layer added via thermal evapora-
tion from an effusion source. Two 5� 5 cm2 samples were pro-
duced in each absorber run. The CuInSe2 (CISe) layer was
coevaporated in a high vacuum deposition system, following a

three-stage (Cu-poor!Cu-rich!Cu-poor) process with constant
rates for In and Se. During the evaporation, the substrate temper-
ature was increased from 450 to 550 �C. Mass spectrometer and
temperature control were used for the metal deposition rates and
selenium control, respectively. The [Cu]/[In] ratio of the fabricated
CISe absorbers varied from 0.8 to 0.9, as extracted fromX-ray fluo-
rescence (XRF) measurements calibrated with a standard CIGSe
sample of known composition. The thickness of the coevaporated
CISe absorbers was in the range of 1.2–1.3 μm, as determined
from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (see
Figure S1, Supporting Information). All the samples were pro-
tected from surface oxidation with a thin CdS capping layer
(�50 nm), which was added by chemical bath deposition within
5min after unloading the CISe absorbers from the coevaporation
system. The samples were subsequently divided into four
2.5� 2.5 cm2 pieces: three for sputtering of a thin layer of CIS
(making CISe/CIS bilayers) (see next paragraph), and one as a
CISe reference (see Figure 1). Among the three bilayer samples,
one was annealed in elemental selenium (Se-sample) and one in
seleniumþ sulfur atmosphere (SeS-sample) (see Section 2.3),
whereas the last one was left untreated (Un-sample), see Figure 1.

2.2. Cu–In–S sputtering

Prior to the sputtering of CIS layer (�50 nm), the CdS capping
layer was removed from the surface of the CISe by etching in a
solution of 2 M HCl for 60 s. The resulting samples were imme-
diately transferred into the sputtering system with the use of a
load lock. The base pressure of the sputtering chamber was
below 10�6 Torr and the sputtering was performed at 4 mTorr
of Ar flowing at 50 sccm. The CIS layer was deposited by cosput-
tering from 3 in. indium sulfide (In2S3) and copper sulfide (CuS)
targets (In2S3: RF magnetron sputtering at 1.75W cm�2 and
CuS: pulsed DC magnetron sputtering at 0.85W cm�2), while
no heating was applied to the substrate holder. The sputtering
time was 400 s. In order to obtain a CIS layer with uniform com-
position, the substrate holder was rotated at 20 rotations per

Figure 1. Schematic of a full stack processing of a CISe solar cell. Each sample is divided into four pieces after the CISe deposition: one used as a
reference (first column), one with a thin sputtered CIS layer to create the untreated CISe/CIS bilayer (second column), and the other two for the additional
selenization (third column) or selenizationþ sulfurization (fourth column).
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minute (rpm). The elemental composition and thickness of the
cosputtered CIS layer were controlled by the applied power to the
aforementioned targets and by the sputtering time, respectively.
The [Cu]/[In] ratio of the sputtered CIS layers was varied between
0.6, 0.9, and 1.4 as estimated from the subsequent XRF measure-
ments of a monitoring sample, which was placed in the center of
the substrate holder. To protect the samples from
oxidation, the fabricated specimens were redeposited with CdS
until further treatments were implemented (see next paragraph).

2.3. Selenium and Seleniumþ Sulfur Incorporation into the
CISe/CIS Bilayer Structure

Before the annealing in elemental Se or Seþ S atmosphere, the
CdS capping layer was once again removed by etching, as
described in Section 2.2. Then, the bilayer samples were trans-
ferred into a custom-built annealing chamber using a small
graphite transfer box. After preheating the sublimation source
chamber, 700mg of elemental Se for the treatment in pure Se
or 350mg of Seþ 350mg of S for the Seþ S treatment was intro-
duced into the chamber, which then vaporized immediately. Next,
at the estimated sample temperature of 530 �C, during 60 s, the
Se or Seþ S gas mixtures were brought into the reactor with a
flow of Ar carrier gas. The annealing process in Se or in
Seþ S lasted for 10min, which was followed by a cooling down
step of 30min in Ar atmosphere. The CdS layer was again rede-
posited within 5min after extracting the samples from the anneal-
ing system. Further details of the annealing process and the setup
can be found in refs. [13,15].

2.4. Solar Cell Fabrication

The absorber deposition process and pn junction formation have
been described in Section 2.2. Further details on the CdS depo-
sition procedure can be found elsewhere.[13,15] To finish the cells,
a window layer stack of intrinsic ZnO and aluminum-doped ZnO
(i-ZnOþ ZnO:Al) with the total thickness of 270 nm and sheet
resistance of 45Ω sq�1 was deposited on all pieces by RF mag-
netron sputtering. Finally, 15 individual cells with an area of
0.05 cm2 were defined for each sample by mechanical scribing.

2.5. Material and Device Characterization

Raman spectroscopy was carried out in a Renishaw inVia system
to investigate the sulfur incorporation and the resulting phase
compositions at the absorber surfaces. As the excitation source,
a green laser of 532 nm wavelengths with an estimated probing
depth of 200 nm was used. The analysis was performed during
40 s at 50� magnification, where the numerical aperture was
0.75 and the estimated power density was 5000W cm�2. The
crystallinity and phase compositions in the bulk and close to
the surface were confirmed by performing θ–2θ and grazing inci-
dence-XRD (GI-XRD) scans in a Philips X’pert MRDII system. In
GI-XRD, different incident angles were used (0.5� and 1.0�),
which allowed probing the entire film thickness, but with empha-
sis on different depths of the sample. To better understand the
surface chemistry, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) meas-
urements were performed using a PHI Quantera II scanning XPS

microprobe with monochromatized Al Kα (1486.6 eV) and a beam
diameter of 100 μm. The base pressure in the analysis chamber
was about 10�9 mbar during the XPS measurements. Pass ener-
gies of 224 and 55 eV with dwell times of 0.05 s/point were used to
collect the survey and detailed spectra, respectively. The samples
were loaded into the spectrometer shortly after etching away the
CdS capping layer and rinsing the bare absorber with water. To
investigate the absorber topology and the solar cell cross section,
SEM analysis was performed in a Zeiss 1550 systemwith an accel-
eration voltage of 5 kV. Transmission electron microscopy and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (TEM-EDS) were employed
for further cross-sectional imaging and elemental mapping. For
this purpose, FEI-Titan Themis 200 was operated at an accelera-
tion voltage of 200 kV. The TEM lamellae were prepared using
focused ion beam (FIB). More details about the sample prepara-
tion with FIB can be found in our earlier studies.[5,13–15] In addi-
tion, compositional depth profiles were obtained with glow
discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) using a
Spectruma Analytik GMBH GDA 750 instrument with the sput-
tering crater of 4mm in diameter.

The electrical parameters of the completed solar cells were
characterized using a home-built external quantum efficiency
(EQE) and current–voltage (J–V ) measurement setups. The
EQE data were collected under a Xe arc lamp. The calculated
Jsc extracted from the EQE and AM1.5 G standard spectrum
was used to calibrate the J–V measurements. The J–V analysis
was conducted at room temperature (25 �C) using a ELH lamp
calibrated with a Si reference to a photon flux intensity corre-
sponding to AM1.5 G at 100mWcm�2.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the Absorber Films

3.1.1. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra of the CISe reference samples and of the CISe/
CIS bilayered absorbers before and after Se or Seþ S treatments
are shown in Figure 2. The corresponding spectra but in a
broader range of wavenumbers and grouped by the treatment
are presented in Figure S2, Supporting Information. As can
be seen, all CISe references have similar Raman spectra with
the dominant A1–Se–Se peak at 174 cm�1. The main difference
is the intensity of the ordered vacancy compound (OVC) peak at
156 cm�1, which, as expected, is higher for the most Cu-poor
composition (see Figure S2a, Supporting Information).

The Raman spectra of the untreated CISe/CIS bilayers are less
similar (follow the read curves in Figure 2) due to the greater vari-
ation in [Cu]/[In] for the CIS top layer. Here, the signal from
A1-Se–Se vibrations in CISe is still dominant but an additional
peak at 290 cm�1 corresponding to the A1–S–S vibration in
CuIn(S,Se)2 emerges for all three samples. In addition, a broad
peak with the intensity correlating with the [Cu]/[In] ratio in
the top CIS layer appears at �475 cm�1 (see Figure S2b,
Supporting Information). This Raman shift can be ascribed to
Cu2-xS, which segregates in Cu-rich films. The observation of this
peak in the untreated 0.9 sample, which is not supposed to be Cu-
rich, may indicate that the CIS composition is not 0.9 but closer to
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1.0. The peak may be shifted towards lower wavenumbers if Cu2–
xS has x> 1.[17,18] The E/B2 peak of the S–S longitudinal optical
(LO) phonon vibration at 322 cm�1 ismore asymmetric toward the
higher wavenumbers (around 360 cm�1) for the untreated-0.6
sample with the most Cu poor top layer. This feature can be
explained by the presence of a spinel CuIn5S8 phase that has been
detected in similar sputtered materials before.[19] However, a con-
tribution from In2S3 cannot be excluded..

[20,21] The spinel CuIn5S8
(or In2S3) phase is not observed in the samples treated with Se,
whichmeans that this compound has been transformed into other
phases. A possible route is that it was consumed by supplying S
(and Cu) into the CISe layer underneath, while the remaining In
reacted with Se from the annealing atmosphere (or with Se
expelled from CISe upon S incorporation). The A1–Se–Se peaks
are broadened and slightly shifted toward higher wavenumbers
as compared with the references and untreated bilayer samples
(follow the blue curves). This behavior indicates the formation
of a Se-rich CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy.[22] At the same time, the A1–S–S
peak remains at �290 cm�1, suggesting that the CuInS2 phase
remains almost free of Se. The peak at 475 cm�1 disappears after
the treatment, signifying that the Cu2-xS phase detected in Cu-rich
CIS layers has been fully incorporated into the absorber

(see Figure S2c, Supporting Information). The OVC peak at
156 cm�1 for Cu-poor CISe layers also vanishes, presumably
due to the formation of a more conformal CIS coverage.
Instead, two additional peaks appear around 255 and 490 cm�1

(see the broader range of wavenumbers in Figure S2,
Supporting Information). These two vibrations are reported to
be associated with In2Se3,

[23] which explains why they are the stron-
gest for the most Cu-poor CIS layer (Se-0.6). Note that the peak at
255 cm�1 may overlap with the Cu2-xSe phase at 258 cm

�1, which
usually forms in the near-stoichiometric or Cu-rich CISe absorb-
ers, but we do not expect it to occur in these samples. To further
investigate the possible existence of an indium-rich phase at the
surface, XPS analysis was carried out (see Figure S3–S5,
Supporting Information, and the supporting text).

When the untreated bilayers are subjected to Seþ S (follow the
green curve), the A1-S-S vibration peak becomes dominant owing
to the larger CIS volume fraction grown under the additional S
supply from the elemental gas. The peak position matches that of
the pristine chalcopyrite CIS compound (CH-CIS, space group
l-42d[24]), meaning that Se incorporation into the surface CIS is
negligible. However, a clear shoulder appears at the side of higher
wavenumbers of the A1–S–S peak (at �305 cm�1) for the SeS-0.9

Figure 2. Normalized Raman spectra of the CISe/CIS bilayers with different compositions of the CIS top layer, [Cu]/[In]¼ a) 0.6, b) 0.9, and c) 1.4. The
following color code has been used: untreated (red) and after treatment with Se (blue) or Seþ S (green). For a better comparison, the corresponding CISe
references are included (black). The dashed lines indicate the Raman shifts corresponding to different phases reported elsewhere.[17,19,22,23,45]
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and SeS-1.4 samples (pointed by the arrow in Figure 2b,c and see
Figure S2d, Supporting Information). This feature has neither
been seen in sulfurized films in our previous works[13,15] nor
in a similar study,[22] but it can be explained by the presence
of CIS with CuAu-type ordering (CIS-CA, space group
P-4m2[24,25]) observed in stand-alone sputtered CIS films
before.[26] Further, as compared with the sample annealed in
Se, both the shift and the broadening of the A1–Se–Se peak
are more pronounced after Seþ S treatment, reflecting higher
SSSe ratio in the Se-rich CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy. This observation is
also consistent with the additional S supply from the Seþ S
atmosphere.

3.1.2. X-Ray Diffraction

XRD in θ–2θ and grazing incidence mode (GI-XRD) can be used
to assess the phases both at the surface and in the bulk. It is

complementary to Raman and XPS as it detects diffracting
planes in crystalline phases rather than the chemical environ-
ment. Furthermore, GI-XRD is much more surface sensitive
compared with θ–2θ. The results of XRD analysis for the
untreated and treated samples with Se and Seþ S are illustrated
in Figure 3. From θ–2θ scans of the reference samples in
Figure 3a–c, a sharp CISe (112) characteristic peak appears at
26.6�. For the untreated sample, the second peak arises at
�27.8�, which agrees well with the position of the CIS (112) peak
(see GI-XRD), while the CISe signal remains unaffected. This
behavior suggests that the crystal structure of the underlying
CISe absorber did not change during sputtering of the top
CIS layer. After Se and Seþ S treatments, the (112) peak is
slightly broadened and shifted to higher 2θ angles, which
is in agreement with the broadening of the A1–Se–Se peak in
the Raman analysis. This systematic shift indicates alloy forma-
tion of CuIn(S,Se)2 not only at the surface region but also deeper

Figure 3. XRD analysis of the selenized (blue) and sulfurizedþselenized (green) CISe/CIS bilayers compared with the corresponding untreated (red) and
reference (black) samples. a–c) θ–2θ scans, d–f ) and g–i) GI-XRD scans at incidence angle (α)¼ 1� and 0.5�, respectively.
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in the absorber. It should be noted that the peak shift is less for
the selenized sample than for the Seþ S-treated sample.
However, for the Seþ S-treated samples a clear tail appears at
higher 2θ angles, overlapping with the CISe (103) peak at
27.65�. In order to intensify the signal from the near-surface
regions, GI-XRD analysis was performed at grazing incidence
angles of α¼ 1� and 0.5�. For the selenized sample in
Figure 3g–i (blue curve), the symmetry of the (112) peak does
not significantly change, but slightly broadens as the incidence
angle (α) is increased from 0.5� to 1� in Figure 3d–f. This indi-
cates that a CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy is formed with a low and declining
S content from the surface into the bulk. Unlike for the selenized
samples, at α¼ 0.5�, a pronounced shoulder appears at lower 2θ
angles for the Seþ S-treated samples (SeS), which evolves into a
distinct peak for α¼ 1�. This dependence on the incidence angle
can be interpreted as the formation of two CuIn(S,Se)2 alloys
with different SSSe ratios.

3.1.3. GDOES Profiling

GDOES adds yet another perspective to thematerial analysis. This
method is well-suited for the assessment of elemental depth dis-
tributions, but it is less accurate close to surfaces and interfaces.
The measured GDOES elemental depth profiles for the samples
with CIS surface of [Cu]/[In]¼ 0.6 are illustrated in Figure 4. It
should be noted that the [Cu]/[In] ratio has almost no effect on
these profiles (see Figure S6, Supporting Information). As a guide
to the eye, the onset of the molybdenum signal (90% of full inten-
sity) for the reference sample is marked with a vertical line. As
one can see, smooth SSSe gradients are formed from the surface
into the bulk after both Se and Seþ S treatments, with the SSSe
ratio being significantly lower at the surface of the Se-treated sam-
ple. This is consistent with the higher S content in the
Seþ S-treated samples measured with Raman above and XPS
(Figure S4, Supporting Information).

The shallow SSSe variation of the Se-treated sample agrees
with the formation of CuIn(S,Se)2 with a low and declining S
content from the surface toward the bulk, which is in line with
the observed single peak in GI-XRD analysis of the Se-treated
sample. A significant sulfur pile-up is measured near the
absorber/Mo interface, which indicates the formation of either
MoS2 or Mo(S,Se)2.

[27,28] In agreement with the XRD analysis,
the formation of a SSSe grading seems to be independent of

the [Cu]/[In] ratio of the as-deposited sulfide layer, as seen in
Figure S6, Supporting Information. This observation agrees with
earlier studies, where we concluded that Cu transport to the reac-
tion fronts takes place via Cu vacancies,[5] since Cu-depletion is
observed even for the sample with the [Cu]/[In]¼ 1.4.

On the other hand, using an additional external elemental sul-
fur source (Seþ S) increased S incorporation into the absorber.
Also, the Mo(S,Se)2 signal is more pronounced for all SeS
samples. Similar to the selenized samples, a nonuniform
CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy is formed for the SeS samples, but with a greater
S concentration close to the surface (SSSe¼ 0.8), as shown in
Figure S4–S6, Supporting Information. This result differs from
studies previously carried out when only sulfur was available in
the atmosphere[15] resulting in a pure CuInS2 layer (SSSe¼ 1)
at the surface. The results from the sample with the lowest
[Cu]/[In] ratio are slightly different from the less Cu-poor samples
with the sulfur profile extending further into the absorber layer.
This is in line with the indicated peak shift observed with XRD
for this sample. The high surface sulfur concentration also agrees
with the GI-XRD results where two distinguished peaks were
observed when the incidence angle decreased from 1� to 0.5�

(see Figure 3). Moreover, the GDOES results of the treated sam-
ples indicate a long-range redistribution of copper (Cu enrich-
ment) in regions of S incorporation. This behavior is necessary
to form CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy, requiring near-stoichiometry of [Cu]/
[In]� 1[29] (see Figure S7, Supported Information), in particular
as CA may allow Cu-deficiency.

3.1.4. STEM-EDS Characterization

The STEM-EDS cross-section images of the untreated-0.6 sample
before and after annealing in Seþ S atmosphere are shown in
Figure 5. Before annealing, the sputtered CuInS2 forms a con-
formal layer with an average thickness of about 40–50 nm.
This thin CIS layer is found to be nanocrystalline. A magnified
STEM image of a region close to the heterojunction is illustrated
in Figure S8, Supporting Information. The EDS elemental map
of the untreated sample indicates a homogeneous absorber with
no sign of secondary phases (see wider lamella view in Figure S9,
Supporting Information). After annealing in Seþ S atmosphere,
a crystalline layer is formed at the surface and a region with voids
appears at the back contact. SEM analysis confirms that these
voids are formed in all compositions (see Figure S1,

Figure 4. GDOES elemental depth profiles of a) Cu, b) Se, and c) S in the bilayers with [Cu]/[In]¼ 0.6 in the CIS layer before and after treatment in Se and
Seþ S atmosphere. The CISe reference is also given for comparison. The capping CdS layer was removed before the measurement.
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Supporting Information) as a result of the harsh annealing process
in Seþ S atmosphere at 530 �C. Sulfur is observed at the surface,
in the bulk, and at the back in the STEM-EDS map. For the grains
formed at the surface, it seems that sulfur reaches a plateau value
(see Figure S8b, Supporting Information) with an SSSe ratio of
about 0.8. Below this region, the S concentration strongly
decreases toward the Mo/CISe interface, where Mo(S,Se)2 layer
grows with a thickness that varies laterally (See Figures S8b
and S10b, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the Cu concen-
tration increases in regions of S incorporation, which confirms
that Cu stoichiometry ([Cu]/[In]� 1) is required to form a
CuIn(S,Se)2 alloy. The Cu enrichment close to the surface is stron-
ger for the Seþ S treated than for the selenized sample confirmed
from GDOES. Therefore, copper is intensely depleted from the
back region of the SeS-0.6 sample. Nevertheless, close to the
Mo(S,Se)2 layer, in the lowest left grain boundary (indicated by
arrows in Figure 5), there is S enrichment, which comes with
a Cu enrichment (can also be found in Mo(S,Se)2 layer). These
observations agree with the GDOES results (see Section 3.1.3).
The Cu in-diffusion together with the S reaction may be explained
by S diffusion from the surface toward the back, thereby taking Cu
with it. Since Kα spectral lines of sulfur and molybdenum nearly
overlap, the S concentration in the Mo layer cannot be quantified
with EDS.However, the GDOES results have shown that there is S
in the MoSe2. Moreover, the [Cu]/[In] is slightly higher at the sur-
face of the selenized samples than the Seþ S. The In enrichment
at the front surface together with S and Na (see Figure S11,
Supporting Information) may originate from NaInS2.

[5,30] This
phase may influence the junction properties because it has a
bandgap of 2.4–3.2 eV and n-type conductivity.[30–33]

Summary of material analysis: 1) We find OVC in the Cu-poor
CISe reference samples. This OVC is not seen in the treated sam-
ples. 2) The as-deposited CIS layers are uniform, and after sput-
tering, there is no evidence of reaction with the underlying CISe

layer. 3) We observe a higher SSSe ratio after annealing with
Seþ S than with Se in agreement with the additional S supply
from the Seþ S atmosphere.

3.2. Properties of CuInSe2 Devices

The selenized and Seþ S-treated CISe/CIS absorber microstruc-
ture and elemental distribution were investigated in the previous
sections. The results were discussed in detail and compared with
the nontreated samples as well as with the corresponding CISe
references. From cut-out pieces of the same samples, solar cells
were made and electrical characterization was conducted. In this
section, the results from J–V and EQE measurements are sum-
marized and discussed.

3.2.1. Solar Cell Performance

The measured electrical characterization ( J–V and EQE curves)
for the cells with the highest VOC values and statistical variations
of the device parameters (based on the analysis of 15 cells) are
pictured in Figure 6 and 7, respectively. Secondary device param-
eters (i.e., ideality factor (n), saturation current density ( J0), and
shunt resistance (RSH)) were extracted using the method
described in.[34] The obtained values and the corresponding dis-
cussion are provided in the body and the supporting text of
Table S1, Supporting Information.

Regardless of composition, the reference and untreated sam-
ples to the post-treated samples with elemental Se and Seþ S,
show similar trends for the J–V curves in Figure 6a–c. The
untreated CISe/CIS bilayers have very poor solar cell perfor-
mance. Probably due to the blocking characteristics of the sput-
tered CIS layer, the collection probability of the minority carriers
is extremely suppressed (wavelength independently), resulting in
a very low JSC. However, EQE analysis indicates that the reduced

Figure 5. STEM-EDS cross-sectional imaging of untreated-0.6 (top row) and SeS-0.6 (bottom row) samples (full stack solar cells). The color bars give the
respective elemental concentrations in at.% and the CdS is illustrated by black pixels in each map.
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carrier collection is more severe for the untreated-0.6 sample
than for the untreated-0.9 and untreated-1.4 (near-stoichiometric
and Cu-rich) samples. Another explanation for the very low VOC

and JSC may be a very high defect density in the nanograined top-
layer and/or at its interface with CuInSe2 (potentially induced by
the sputtering process). This points to a barrier at the Cu–In–S/
CuInSe2 interface being equally or more detrimental than the
forming barrier after annealing (see the next paragraphs).

Samples Treated in Se: After the treatment in Se, the VOC values
are higher and comparable to the CISe reference cells. The EQE
analysis shows that the optical bandgap of the cells is higher after
selenization compared with the corresponding reference cells. The
bandgap energies were determined from the EQE measurements
applying a linear extrapolation at x-intercept of [E*ln(1-EQE)]2 ver-
sus E (photon energy), as illustrated in Figure 8. The optical
bandgap is increased from Eg¼ 1.00 eV of the CISe samples to
about 1.14 eV for the bilayer selenized samples, independently
of the [Cu]/[In] value in the top layer. The EQE results are consis-
tent with the collection of carriers mainly from the high bandgap
layer close to the surface with a small tailing in EQE originating
from few electrons making it across the barrier at the CuInSe2/
CuIn(S,Se)2 interface.

Samples Treated in Seþ S: For the sulfurized samples (Seþ S),
the maximum VOC is measured for the SeS-0.6 sample, with a
value of about 150mV higher as compared with the CISe refer-
ence and selenized samples. However, the higher VOC of this
sample does not lead to the highest efficiency, because the
EQE is significantly lower. The reason can be the blocking char-
acteristic of the newly formed surface layer after recrystallization
of the nanocrystalline CIS layer, which was also observed with

STEM (see Figure 5). Indeed, the extracted thickness (about
300 nm) of this layer and its high SSSe ([S]/[S]þ [Se]¼ 0.8) value
at the surface are leading to a low carrier collection for this wave-
length (>861 nm). For the top layer with SSSe¼ 0.8, a bandgap
�1.4 eV is expected which is in good agreement with the EQE
results (see Figure 6d–f ). Moreover, the analysis of the diode
parameters strongly indicates an increasing voltage dependency
of the current collection with increasing S incorporation, which
is in line with the proposed formation of a transport barrier.
Therefore, the expected cell improvement from a small to mod-
erate widening of the surface bandgap was not obtained. The J–V
does not show any effect on series resistance (RS) or a back con-
tact barrier, although the Cu in-diffusion (�5 at% at the
Mo(S,Se)2 layer) along with S reaction may change the contact
properties (see Figure 5). Furthermore, as confirmed by SEM
(see Figure S1, Supporting Information), voids are formed for
all the compositions. However, the impact of voids on cell results
(J–V characteristics) is not completely understood. The impact of
CA-CIS inclusion on the CIS absorber quality is also disputed.
Some reports claim that the coexistence of CH and CA structure
(nanoscale domains) in pure CuInS2 films reduces the absorber
quality (high intrinsic defects density[35]), which leads to higher
recombination and reduces the performance of solar cell devi-
ces.[36–39] In contrast to the reported results of reduced perfor-
mance, cell improvement was reported in the presence of a
relatively small amount of CA-CIS phase[40] in the absorber layer,
similar to other secondary phases for other chalcopyrites.[41,42]

For the treated samples with Se and Seþ S, one could specu-
late that preserving high JSC while increasing VOC may be
reached by applying lower annealing temperature, and/or

Figure 6. J–V (top row) and EQE (bottom row) of champion cells (selected with the highest VOC values) obtained from the samples with a [Cu]/[In] ratio in
the top CIS layer equal to a,d) 0.6, b,e) 0.9, and c,f ) 1.4. The dashed and solid lines in (a–c) represent the dark and light J–V, respectively. The reference
bandgap values of CuInS2 and CuIn(S,Se)2 (with SSSe¼ 0.8) are indicated by the dashed lines in (d–f ) as a guide to the eye.
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reducing the thickness of the top sputtered CIS layer with the
aim of lowering the final SSSe. A pronounced recombination
at the buffer/absorber interface after S incorporation is unlikely,
since based on the first-principles calculations by others,[43,44]

and with considering the extracted SSSe values from the surface
of the Se- and Seþ S-treated samples (about 0.4 and 0.8, respec-
tively), a detrimental cliff-like configuration is very unlikely, espe-
cially for the former sample. Another important parameter,

which could have an influence on the solar cell quality and per-
formance of the devices is the Na content. The Na concentration
of the investigated samples is evaluated in two regions of the
GDOES depth profile (see Figure S11, Supporting
Information): 1) in the absorber (surface) and 2) at the Mo/
absorber interface, applying an area integration method. At
the surface region of the absorber layers, the Na concentration
for the treated samples is significantly higher than for the

Figure 7. Statistical box charts of a) VOC (mV), b) Jsc (mA cm�2), c) FF (%), and d) Efficiency (%) for the references, the untreated and the annealed
CISe/CIS.

Figure 8. Plots of the [E*ln(1-EQE)]2 versus photon energy for EQE curves presented in Figure 6. The bandgaps are determined as linear extrapolations at
the x intercepts. For the untreated sample (CISe/CIS), the bandgap is not extracted by this method because of the too low carrier collection.
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reference and for the untreated samples, independently of [Cu]/
[In] of the top CIS layer. However, due to the sample preparation
prior to the XPS measurement, no evidence of Na was observed
in the XPS overview spectra at 1071 eV (see Figure S3,
Supporting Information). Therefore, further investigation is
required to find a general statement or draw a conclusion regard-
ing the possible correlation between Na and S concentration, and
consequently, the formation of a possible NaInS2 ternary phase.
Finally, our samples were capped with CdS and etched several
times during the processing. This capping process served suc-
cessfully to suppress oxidation of the surface, but may have
had adverse effects on the junction quality and thereby device
performance.

Summary of device analysis: 1) We observe similar trends for
the J–V and EQE curves of the treated samples, regardless of the
composition ([Cu]/[In]) of the top-sputtered CIS layer. 2) After
annealing with Se (or Seþ S), about 140meV (or 300meV)
higher optical bandgap (Eg) is observed for all the bilayers with
different top layer compositions (Cu-poor, Cu-stoichiometric,
and Cu-rich). 3) We observe a higher Voc for the samples
annealed in Seþ S than for Se in agreement with a higher sur-
face S composition. 4) We observe voltage-dependent current col-
lection for all treated samples, but more pronounced for the
sample treated in Seþ S.

4. Conclusion

Bilayer samples with a coevaporated CuInSe2 layer and a nano-
crystalline-sputtered CIS precursor layer were prepared and
annealed either in pure selenium or in sulfurþ selenium atmo-
sphere at a temperature of 530 �C. The samples before and after
annealing as well as references with pure CuInSe2 were analyzed
using X-ray-based analyses, Raman spectroscopy, and composi-
tional profiling techniques complemented by TEM. The results
show that the approach of adding matrix elements together with
sulfur followed by an anneal in only selenium leads to a more
uniform depth distribution of sulfur and reduces long-range
transport of copper than in earlier works when CISe single layers
were annealed in a sulfur atmosphere. Raman and XRD analyses
suggest that CISSe phases are formed close to the surface, while
TEM shows reorganization of parts of the film down to the back
contact, indicating that the anneal was too aggressive. Solar cell
devices were fabricated, and EQE analysis demonstrated an
absorption edge shift in agreement with an increased bandgap
for the sulfur-containing devices as expected. We suggest a reac-
tion route, where the nanocrystalline CIS layer is gradually con-
sumed while supplying S (and Cu) into the underlying CISe layer
and the excess In is being reacted with chalcogens from the
atmosphere. Based on the material characterization, we conclude
that our novel approach for sulfurization of CISe without the use
of hazardous H2S or H2Se is promising, but the process needs
further optimization to improve the solar cell efficiency.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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